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Update for Infinite Algebra 2 Download the latest version Included in version 2.52 released 6/14/2019: New: Scramble questions based on new directions: Scramble all questions in New assignments: Consolidate the set of questions with new identical options: Re-group the question set
based on new instructions: Kuta Works - Create a new two-semester course: Kuta Works - Clone tasks from the previous course into a new one change zoom at the beginning Fixed task end: Strict Layout - Directions can be narrow for no reason Fixed: Inverse Trig - Limited angle for tan(x)
Fixed: Inverse Trig - Error in UI logic Included in version 2.50 released 4/12/2019: New: Kuta Works - Option to hide answers and results from students until after new due date: Kuta Works - Option to control how long options are improved : Options window appears at a better initial size
Enhanced: Window controls displayed at the original size and Enhanced spacing: Improved network proxy configuration window: Fixed license activation process: Presentation View - Fixed truncated answer: Multiple window controls truncated in Windows 10 with Fixed display scaling:
Spelling error Fixed: Kuta Works - Course list can show more than just your active course Fixed: Rational Function Graph - Open holes in graph can appear as filled holes in version.42 released 12/11/2018: Fixed: Certain symbols are incorrect if stored on mac and loaded in Windows or
otherwise Fixed: General Order - Recursive formula sometimes incorrectly Fixed: Logarithm properties - Avoid questions with root reduction Included in version 2.41 released 9/26/2018: Fixed: Archived courses in Kuta Works are now hidden : Generating or regenerating questions can
cause crashes Included in version 2.40 released 8/8/2018: New: Integrated with Kuta Works. Now post tasks online. Included in version 2.25 released 27/4/2018: Enhanced: Generate questions faster Enhanced: Measurement arrow reaches correct endpoint Enhanced: Absolute Value
Equation - Better decimal numbers Improved: Absolute Value inequality - Better decimal numbers Improved: Compound Inequality - Better decimal numbers Improved: Multi-Step Equation - Better decimal numbers and more predictable special cases Enhanced: Multi-Point Inequality-Step -
Better decimal numbers Improved: Operation Order - Better decimal numbers Fixed: Trigonome units for piece functions and sorted fixed pairs: Graph Rational Function - Prevent fixed equivalent options: Sines Law - Program can freeze Fixed: Transformation - Prevent equivalent options
Included in version 2.18 released 31/7/2017: Fixed: Open circle on chart filled when displayed as answer in red Fixed color : Typo in Fixed custom questions: Transformation - Programs can freeze Fixed : System Quadratic Equations - Programs can freeze Included in version 2.17 released
4/27/2017: Improved: [Windows] Export to clipboard as bitmap rendering rendering with better quality Fixed: Probability with Combinations and Permutations - Could ask about impossible lottery balls Included in version 2.16.20 released 11/16/2016: Fixed: Solving Quad Equations by Taking
Square Root - Option to Allow fractions not to work as expected Included in version 2.16 released 16/9/2016: Fixed: Numbers with multiple digits can be significant Rounded incorrectly Fixed: Customized questions containing irreparable errors Fixed: Customized questions containing errors
may cause crashes Fixed: Feedback tool detects Windows 10 corrected correctly: Mouse cursor when dragging-dropping questions Fixed: Keyboard shortcuts to change the order of question sets in tasks Included in version 2.15 released 14/7/2016: Improved: Reorder a set of questions by
dragging and dropping Improved: Move individual questions in a set by dragging and dropping Improved : Presentation View - Commands are now on the move, Enhanced tetherable toolbar: Additional options for large toolbar icons Enhanced: Fixed new icons: Certain options may result in



double brackets or brackets around fixed negative signs: Arrows above vector variable names are not red when appropriate Fixed: Equation Solving System with Graph - Answers can be displayed twice Fixed: Parabolic Equations - Given certain shows incorrect signs Included in version
2.11 released 5/11 released1 3/2016: Improved: [Windows] Export to clipboard as bitmap pastes to Microsoft Word on corresponding Fixed DPI: Keyboard shortcut to add space to question set Included in version 2.10 released 5/11/2016: New: Preference to include None of the above as
New option: New column layout: Adds support for Infinite Precalculus New : Easily add graph functions in pieces in custom questions: Example: piece([2x-3] if [x&lt;5], [x-1]= if= [x=&gt;= 5]) New: Add function with &lt;0) Improved: More efficient layout of choices Improved: [Mac] Added
option for legal paper in page setup Fixed: Spelling and grammatical errors Fixed: Graphing Quadratic Functions - Prevent equivalent choices Fixed: Binomial Theorem - Certain options didn't allow for many questions Fixed: Right Triangle Trig - Couldn't select just one ratio except sine
Fixed: Right Triangle Trig - Answer sometimes given in problem Fixed: Law of Cosines - Certain SAS cases could freeze program Note: Older versions will not be able to open assignments saved with this version Included in version 2.06 released 8/3/2015: Fixed: Crash when saving if
previously used folder no longer exists Included in version 2.05 released 7/20/20/2015 : New Topic: Sample Spaces and The Fundamental Counting Principle New Topic: Independent and Dependent Events New Independent and Dependent Events Word Problems New Topic: Mutually
Exclusive Events New Topic: Mutually Exclusive Events Word Problems Fixed: Classifying Conics - Checkboxes for conic types had no effect Fixed: Presentation View - improved:= more= efficient= layout= of= choices= improved:= [mac]= added= option= for= legal= paper= in= page=
setup= fixed:= spelling= and= grammatical= errors= fixed:= graphing= quadratic= functions= -= prevent= equivalent= choices= fixed:= binomial= theorem= -= certain= options= didn't= allow= for= many= questions= fixed:= right= triangle= trig= -= couldn't= select= just= one= ratio= except=
sine= fixed:= right= triangle= trig= -= answer= sometimes= given= in= problem= fixed:= law= of= cosines= -= certain= sas= cases= could= freeze= program= note:= older= versions= will= not= be= able= to= open= assignments= saved= with= this= version= included= in= version= 2.06=
released= 8/3/2015:= fixed:= crash= when= saving= if= previously= used= folder= no= longer= exists= included= in= version= 2.05= released= 7/20/2015 := new= topic:= sample= spaces= and= the= fundamental= counting= principle= new= topic:= independent= and= dependent= events=
new= topic:= independent= and= dependent= events= word= problems= new= topic:= mutually= exclusive= events= new= topic:= mutually= exclusive= events= word= problems= fixed:= classifying= conics= -= checkboxes= for= conic= types= had= no= effect= fixed:= presentation= view= -
=&gt;&lt;/0) Improved: More efficient layout of choices Improved: [Mac] Added option for legal paper in page setup Fixed: Spelling and grammatical errors Fixed: Graphing Quadratic Functions - Prevent equivalent choices Fixed: Binomial Theorem - Certain options didn't allow for many
questions Fixed: Right Triangle Trig - Couldn't select just one ratio except sine Fixed: Right Triangle Trig - Answer sometimes given in problem Fixed: Law of Cosines - Certain SAS cases could freeze program Note: Older versions will not be able to open assignments saved with this
version Included in version 2.06 released 8/3/2015 : Fixed: Crash when saving if previously used folder no longer exists Included in version 2.05 released 7/20/2015: New Topic: Sample Spaces and The Fundamental Counting Principle New Topic: Independent and Dependent Events New
Topic: Independent and Dependent Events Word Problems New Topic: Mutually Exclusive Events New Topic: Mutually Exclusive Events Word Problems Fixed: Classifying Conics - Checkboxes for conic types had no effect Fixed: Presentation View - &gt; mudah dengan domain terbatas ke
grafik dalam pertanyaan kustom Contoh: fungsi(x/2, x&lt;/5],&gt; x&lt;/5],&gt; wrong direction in 3-up mode Fixed: Presentation View - Lines too long after creating new problem Fixed: [Windows] Unusual error when using network Included in version 2.04.40 released 3/31/2015: Fixed: Fixed:
Activation data not recognized in special state Fixed: [Windows] Help file broken down by previous release Fixed: Operation Order - Radio keys reversed Included in version 2.04.20 released 3/23/2015: Improved: [Windows] Export to clipboard as bitmap using transparent background
Included in version 2.04 released 3/17/2015: New Topic: Permutations New Topics: New Topic Combinations: New Topic Permutations vs Combinations: Probability with Permutations and New Topic Combinations: Converts New Degrees and Degrees-Minutes: Adds functions to custom
questions: [factorial(n)] [perm(n, r)] [comb(n, r)] Improved: Better support for Enhanced proxy : Support for Retina Enhanced Mac HiDPI display : Print options window - Some settings are now constantly Improved: Presentation Display - Use arrow keys to navigate between Enhanced
questions: Update set of free response questions / multiple options when all questions have changed Improved: [Mac] Activation also checks / Library / Preferences / ks-config.txt for serial number Fixed: [Windows] Crash when printing with a specific printer Fixed: Crash while loading tasks
with more than 80 custom questions Fixed: Custom question answers Never select Fixed: Paper size set before printing Fixed: Cramer Rule - Fixed Instructions: Three Equation System - Restore option to only solve for x Fixed: Circle center does not appear Included in version 2.03
released 9/19/2014: Fixed: Preference for question layout mode not loaded correctly Fixed : Problems with automatic spacing and highlighting questions when using a strict layout : In Presentation View, graphics issues display a more concise option Fixed: Print blank pages in HP LaserJet
1018, 1020, and 1022 among others Fixed: Log and Exponent as Inversion - problems with slider Included in version 2.02 released 8/5/2014 : New: Software uses system proxy when need upgraded: Activation window has taskbar entry Improved: Remembering the last directory used when
saving and opening files Fixed: [Windows only] Possible crashes when loading tasks with many custom questions Fixed: [Mac only] Application stops responding to hover events Fixed: Activation from before v2.0 sometimes unrecognized Fixed: Export to clipboard sometimes cuts option B
and D Fixed: Help content can become unrecognized Fixed : Wrap Word when modifying fixed questions: Memory leak Included in version 2.01 released 7/28/2014 : Fixed: Could hang when tasks from other programs Included in version 2.00 released 23/7/2014: New: Print to New PDF:
Filter for new topic list: Zoom when viewing on New screen: More like this button in New presentation mode: Show where punch holes will go to New page: Print only answer answers New: When printing, page range is enabled New: Page elements are parsed when hovering over New:
Double-click on directions to change them New: When merging tasks, option to unify similar topics or place them end-to-end New: Highlight and open questions in a new set of questions (menu commands or shift-clicks) : Site licenses can be enabled per-machine if run by a New
administrator: Select multiple questions at a time: Ctrl-Click on the Shift question-Click on the Question Ctrl-Shift-Click on the Shift-Click question in a blank area of the Page Ctrl-Shift-Click in a blank area of the Shift page-Click on the Ctrl-Shift-Click question set on the Enhanced question
set: The assignment file is drastically smaller Enhanced: The sidebar can be tethered on both sides, can be floated, and resets the Enhanced position: Automatic spacing leaves no dead space at the bottom of each Enhanced page : Preview when editing directions Improved: Keyboard
shortcuts work wherever focus is improved: Scale the number of user-friendly windows questions Fixed: Minor bugs in seven topics Note: Older versions won't be able to open tasks saved with this version Included in version 1.56 released 8/14/2013: Fixed: Graph Environmental Function -
Correct choice used fixed blue color: Radical Equations can be missing fixed solutions: Polynomial Function Graph - Inflection points are sometimes listed as local extrema Fixed: Exponent Properties - Sometimes the answer is not fully simplified Fixed: Polynomial Divide - Sometimes
polynomial is evenly divided when it should not be fixed: Rational Digraphing Function : Geometric Order - Given the information sometimes allowed for two possible fixed general ratios: Polynomial Divide can freeze Fixed: System Equations with Elimination – No solution should sometimes
be unlimited solutions Included in version 1.55 released 12/11/2012 : New: Graphics can be added to version 1.55 released 12/11/2012: New: Graphics can be added to custom questions Improved: Graphics and Graph Paper Utility stronger and easier to use Improved: Support for loading
files from Calculus Infinite Enhancedlus: Faster save/load Fixed: The answer to Squared Expression Factors is sometimes incorrectly Corrected: Option to Evaluate Function with variable operand can contain incorrect variable Fixed: Option for Function Operation with operand variable can
contain incorrect variable Fixed: Function Operation, when compiled by yourself can give incorrect answers Fixed: Custom questions with illegal expressions can freeze programs Fixed : Family of certain functions rated incorrectly Note: Older versions will not be able to open tasks saved
with this version Included in version 1.53 released 9/11/2012 : New: Preferences for for New largest integer function: Add maximize/restore button to New Presentation View: Absolute Value Equation Graph has option to include Enhanced coefficient: Help file help Enhanced user interface:
When the option makes the question too high for the page, Multiple deleted options Improved: Algebraic simplification routines are now more efficientLy Enhanced: Better graphs for: Absolute Value Equation Graph, Graph Linear Equation, Graph Exponential Function, Squared Function
Graph, Linear Inequality Graph, Graph System Of Enhanced Linear Inequality: Multi-Step Line Compound Inequality, Fixed Absolute Value Inequality: Wrapping to full page and half a page can be too broad Fixed: Can create a family chart of fixed functions: Problems involving loading
&amp;amp; Task regeneration and hidden answers Fixed: Programs can ask about changes in direction too much Fixed: Graphs for Compound Inequality can eliminate Fixed intervals: Dual Angle Identity &amp; Half: Button to show more examples of malfunctioning Fixed : Writing Linear
Equations: Non-adhered answers included in version 1.52 released 5/29/2012: Improvement: More professional radical signs Improved: Discontinued function graphs have breaks and open/closed holes Improved: Even less likely to crash generate fixed questions: Word Wrapping can cross
a blank line, not wrapped if appropriate Fixed: Wrap to full page in custom question too broad Fixed: Product strength e (such as 2e³) is no longer displayed with fixed multiplication point: Most diagrams appear incorrectly in print preview Fixed: Random error message when saving or loading
Fixed: Rational Function Graph: Open holes in chart may appear as filled holes Included in version 1.51.02 released on 4/9/2012 : Fixed: Minimum windows version set incorrectly Included in version 1.51 released 4/5/2012 : New: Adding the largest integer function/floor function to custom
questions Example: Find [int(2x)] when [x=3/5] New: Add a piece function to a custom question Example: [eval(f,x)] = [piecewise [x] if [x &lt; 0], [xx] if [x &gt;= 0]] Improved: Faster! Enhanced screen optimized question rendering: Faster! Optimized chart routines Enhanced: Improved graphics
capabilities: Smoother drawn diagrams on fixed screens: Logarithm Rewriting - Numerical issues sometimes have bad values Fixed: Evaluating Logarithm - Problems sometimes have bad values Fixed: Graphs can eliminate fixed holes: Constant function graphs or which involving e and π
can be incorrectly Fixed: Minor indentation issues Asimptotes horizontally retractable outside the chart area Note: Older versions will not be able to open tasks saved with this version Included in version 1.50 released 3/15/2012: New: Window View can be resized New: Presentation View
has the option to hide answers automatically when new questions are displayed New: High level filters to prevent questions containing illegal expressions Enhanced : Notation function can now be edited Improved: Faster! Optimize simplification simplification Enhanced expression: Faster!
Enhanced undo/reset algorithm Improved: Smaller executable size Improved: Current Question Set List easier to use Improved: Smoother resize option window Fixed: Parabolas equations can freeze Fixed: Geometric Series Questions can list Illegal Expressions as Fixed: Graphing options
Exponent Fixed Function: System Equation Problem Word can freeze Fixed: Punctuation in some word problems Fixed: Certain expressions in custom questions will cause software to crash Fixed: Expressions such as the term × root will not print multiplication points Note: Starting with this
version, Windows XP SP3 is the minimum version of windows note required: Older versions will not be able to open tasks saved with this version Included in version 1.45 released 4/12/2011: New: Assignments of this program can be opened and modified by our other programs (Tasks
saved with v1.45 or greater can be opened by other programs v1.45 or higher) New : Student data fields (name, date, period) can be renamed to New: Additional student data fields available New: Add &amp;amp; Continue to be available when modifying a new set of existing questions:
Link to this detail page when a new software update is available: Product serial numbers can be placed in config.txt to facilitate improved enterprise installation: Better backwards- and future compatibility Fixed: Tasks with quotation marks in the title do not prevent Save As Fixed: Quoti can
sometimes be unsimplified Corrected: Writing Linear Equations: Fixed ized answers: Options to be played are sometimes inappropriate Fixed: Rounding above x- and y-coordinate Fixed: Function Operations can have Illegal Expressions as answers or as fixed options: Multi-Step Equations:
Programs can freeze Fixed: Split Radical Expressions : Programs can freeze Fixed: Add &amp;amp; Continue honoring changes in fixed issue types: Strength i displayed correctly Included in version 1.42 released on 28/6/2010: New: Automatically check for New updates: List of topics by
index order or suggested order Included in version 1.40 released 2/8/2010: Preferences New: 'Broad' or 'strict' question layout on Enhanced page: Set questions with one smarter Enhanced space question: Graphs with small ranges now look better Improved: Option screens can now be
resized Fixed: Directions are sometimes orphaned at the bottom of the Fixed page: The correct number changes because the zero at the end of the number is removed (50 --&gt; 5) Included in version 1.08.20 released 22/5/2009: Modified: Minor changes to the license agreement so
termination date instead of starting a new term. Included in version 1.08 released 4/10/2009: New: Possibility to change direction for a set without regenerating Enhanced questions: Enhanced help file: Multilevel change of direction changes to corresponding neighbor correction: Answer to
Exponent Properties could have had Correction sign: Inequality is sometimes resolved incorrectly Fixed: The software sometimes fails to re-combine the questions in the task Included in version 1.07 released 1/6/2009: New: Trig. Equations that do not require factor correction: Linear
function operation/combination answering sometimes incorrectly Fixed: Software crashes when initiated if closed when side panel minimized Included in version 1.06 released 12/4/2008: Improved: Isolating up to four on-screen questions at once Improved: Support for computers with
multiple processors Improved: User interface: Toolbar + Fixed Preferences: Unclear task scale errors Included in version 1.03 released 10/1 /2008: New: Export individual questions as Enhanced bitmap: Custom questions wrapped throughout/half pages Enhanced: Insert custom symbols
and maths in custom questions Improved: Insert 'blank' into Enhanced math text: Line thickness preferences also now control gridline darkness in correction charts: Write logs in other cases sometimes made duplicates : Internet calls will sometimes report incorrect errors Included in version
1.02 released 9/18/2008 : Correction: Question type does not save all options Correction: Hyperbolas description equation is sometimes incorrect Correction: Geometric Series direction is sometimes incorrect correction: Binomial Theorema type can cause program to freeze Correction:
Squared/Linear system sometimes has incorrect correction answer: Rational Exponent answer is now correct Corrected: Internet calls can freeze program programs
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